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~NOTES~

Let's try to envision, for instance, what life might be like one or two hundred years from now. After we're gone.
- Vervshinin, Act II

The characters in Three Sisters predict that in the future the cut of jackets will be different, people will ride in balloons and life will be 'astonishingly, unimaginably beautiful', 'filled with light and freedom. Frustrated and dissatisfied with their present existence, the Prozorov sisters long for a literal and metaphorical Moscow, a place where their lives will have purpose and meaning. As the onrush of time separates them from their dreams, and widens the gulf between aspiration and achievement, they hope their 'suffering will be transformed into a gladness' by people who come after them', so that their lives have not been lived in vain.

As Chekhov's characters begin the twentieth century, they contemplate life 100 years hence, and wonder if we will have any answers to the questions that haunt them: why do we live and suffer? As such, this centennial performance of Three Sisters is a time capsule from one of literature's gentlest humanitarians-a writer of great empathy, but little sympathy.

Time will pass, we'll be gone forever, they'll forget us, forget our faces, our voices, forget how many of us there were. But what we've suffered will be transformed into such gladness by the people who come after us... They'll be peace on earth, and happiness, and they'll think about us kindly and be grateful for us.

Olga, Act IV

What a life that's going to be! What a life!

Vervshinin, Act III
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CAST
OLGA | MOLLY HALL*
MASHA | PROZOROV SISTERS
IRINA | ROBYNE WALKER*
IVAN ROMANYCH CHEBUTYKIN | DAVID FRANCES*
A Military Doctor | RON SIMONS*
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a Captain | PETER BALKWILL*
ANFISA | AN OLD PORTER FROM THE CITY COUNCIL
the family’s Nanny, now eighty | MICHAEL LOPEZ*
FEPAPONT | ALEXANDER VERSHININ
an old porter from the City Council | NEIL DAWSON*
ANDREI PROZOROV | BROTHER TO OLGA, MASHA & IRINA
a Lieutenant-Colonel | BILL SMARTT*
FYODOR ILICH KULYGIN | NATASHA
a teacher in the local high school, Masha’s husband | LISA STRUM
ANDREI’S fiancé, later his wife | AARON BLAKELY
2nd Lieutenant | CHRIS STEWART
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2nd Lieutenant | MATT BERNIARD
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The action takes place in a provincial Russian city around the turn of the century and covers a period of four years.

~ACT ONE~

~ACT TWO~
January, a year and half later. Shrovetide Eve. Prozorov Home.
There will be one 15 minute intermission.

~ACT THREE~
April, two years later. After a fire. Olga & Irina’s Bedroom.

~ACT FOUR~
October, a few months later. Outside the Prozorov House.

Produced by Special Arrangement with Dramatists Play Service, Inc.

** In partial fulfillment of a Master of Fine Arts in Directing.